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Entangled Publishing, LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, My Super Sweet Sixteenth
Century, Rachel Harris, On the precipice of her sixteenth birthday, the last thing lone wolf Cat
Crawford wants is an extravagant gala thrown by her bubbly stepmother and well-meaning father.
So even though Cat knows the family's trip to Florence, Italy, is a peace offering, she embraces the
magical city and all it offers. But when her curiosity leads her to an unusual gypsy tent, she exits
.right into Renaissance Firenze. Thrust into the sixteenth century armed with only a backpack full of
contraband future items, Cat joins up with her ancestors, the sweet Alessandra and protective
Cipriano, and soon falls for the gorgeous aspiring artist Lorenzo. But when the much-older Niccolo
starts sniffing around, Cat realizes that an unwanted birthday party is nothing compared to an
unwanted suitor full of creeptastic amore. Can she find her way back to modern times before her
Italian adventure turns into an Italian forever?.
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Absolutely essential go through publication. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .

This is actually the very best book i actually have read till now. This is for all those who statte that there was not a worth studying. Its been written in an
remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Mr . Jer a m y Leuschke IV-- Mr . Jer a m y Leuschke IV
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